Tim’s alarm clock rings. Time to wake up. Tim sits up in bed and looks outside. The sky is cloudy and rain is falling. Tim gets dressed and gets into his wheelchair. Tim goes to the bathroom.

Now Tim is hungry. Tim sits at the table. Tim wants to splash in them. Tim makes big puddles. Tim likes puddles. Tim eats and looks outside. The rain makes big puddles.

Tim is hungry. Tim sits at the table. Tim eats and looks outside. The rain makes big puddles. Tim wants to splash in them. Tim puts on his hat. Tim puts on his coat. Tim has an idea. Tim puts on his coat. Tim puts on his hat. What can Tim do?

But Tim is in a wheelchair. Tim cannot splash with his feet. What can Tim do?

Tim is going to splash! Tim rolls into a puddle. The puddle is deep. Tim puts the fins on his hands. Tim uses the fins to splash. Splish, splash, splish. Tim has fun. Tim gets wet. Tim is happy!

Splashing in Puddles

Tim gets dressed and gets into his wheelchair. Tim goes to the bathroom.

Tim rolls into a puddle. The puddle is deep. Tim puts the fins on his hands. Tim uses the fins to splash. Splish, splash, splish. Tim has fun. Tim gets wet. Tim is happy!